The authors confirm that, for approved reasons, some access restrictions apply to the data underlying the findings. Alignment files demonstrating coverage of one chr11 target by CATCH-Seq in comparison to WGS from 15 merged individuals from 1000 genomes data within this same target region, in addition to our CATCH-Seq repeat blocking analysis on another chr11 target have been submitted and are available from the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) Sequence Read Archive (SRA) with BioProject accession number \[PRJNA251432\].

Introduction {#s1}
============

Costs for next generation sequencing technology and affiliated methods continue to fall for prospective whole genome sequencing of individuals. Along with growing improvements in sequencing technologies is a rapid expansion of our knowledge of human genetic variation and the impact of this sequence variation on human traits and diseases. High throughput sequencing is providing a foundation for both individualized patient therapies and newly developing programs in personalized medicine [@pone.0111756-Borate1], [@pone.0111756-Whitcomb1]. However, individual whole genome sequencing currently remains expensive. The most practical alternative is to limit the sequencing per individual genome to select, meaningful loci by targeted enrichment to generate consistent high definition coverage around relevant regions [@pone.0111756-Mertes1].

Currently, solution hybridization based targeted capture for whole exome sequencing is perhaps the most consequential method for determination of sequence variation that directly affects human gene products [@pone.0111756-Goh1], and similar capture methods can be used for targeting almost any region of the genome. Most large-scale targeted sequencing platforms rely upon the initial synthesis of tiled bait oligonucleotides of variable lengths across exons [@pone.0111756-Gnirke1]. Synthesis of biotinylated RNA probe baits by in vitro transcription from oligonucleotide templates or direct use of biotinylated DNA oligonucleotide probe baits are used for solution hybridization capture of prepared sequencing libraries followed by binding to streptavidin beads and low to high stringency washes [@pone.0111756-Clark1]. While these systems are cost-effective for the capture of large numbers of disparate targets, such as exons, this represents less than 2% of the human genome and excludes gene regulatory regions. Some commercially available products have emerged that emphasize capture of promoter regions containing CpG islands in the bait design based on cancer and tissue-specific differentially methylated regions [@pone.0111756-Irizarry1]. Sequencing targets outside of exons or promoter regions requires customized synthesis of tiled oligonucleotides for the production of probe baits. As projects like ENCODE begin to identify critical regulatory regions of the human genome, the application of targeted sequencing to non-coding sequences has the potential to identify disease-related variation outside of the exome. Furthermore, there is increasing evidence for epigenetic influences in human diseases, and these epigenetic marks are often located in non-coding regions of the genome [@pone.0111756-Heyn1]. Additionally, the identification of regional structural variants, such as large deletions is difficult with exome sequencing data unless the variants overlap multiple exons of a given gene. Clearly, there is a growing need for targeted sequencing approaches that can interrogate both coding and non-coding elements around genes of interest.

A recent study demonstrated the custom capture of a 1 Mb contiguous site that encompassed the human dystrophin gene with use of densely designed oligo bait probes that spanned the entire region [@pone.0111756-Kaper1]. While sequencing of large contiguous regions in this manner is feasible, synthesis of custom probe baits remains a substantial added expense to sequencing costs, especially for small numbers of samples. Some techniques such as circularization-based methods using gap-fill padlock, MIPs or selector probe methods are feasible for targeted capture of specific regions, but also require design and synthesis of vast numbers of oligos, or careful restriction digest strategies [@pone.0111756-Porreca1]--[@pone.0111756-Diep1]. Targeted amplification methods such as nested patch PCR carry the advantage of eliminating sequencing library construction along with high level multiplexing, but also requires oligonucleotides and is typically limited to relatively small composite targets [@pone.0111756-Varley1].

Faster and more affordable alternatives are needed for targeted sequencing without the preliminary need of oligonucleotides to synthesize probe baits. Furthermore, many targets of interest in the genome are larger contiguous loci beyond the size of standard PCR amplicons, and may include coding and noncoding regions. Here we describe a new procedure using existing and commercially available genomic clones in clone adapted template capture hybridization sequencing (CATCH-Seq). Our method may be used all without oligonucleotide synthesis design to resolve copy number variation (CNV) boundaries, and, in combination with bisulfite treatment, to measure DNA methylation levels across large contiguous regions. Our method utilizes a simple approach for the targeted capture of any genomic region for which mapped clones exist, and is designed specifically for next-generation sequencing.

Materials and Methods {#s2}
=====================

Illumina library construction {#s2a}
-----------------------------

Concentrations of all input genomic DNAs were determined by Qubit high sensitivity double stranded DNA assays (Life Technologies), or by Picogreen assay in a 96-well 200 ul volume format using lambda DNA for a standard curve according to protocol (Life Technologies). Input genomic DNA quality was assessed by running 1--3 ul on a 1% agarose gel that contained 1× Sybr Green I dye (Life Technologies). Typical input DNA quantity for Illumina library construction ranged from 700 ng to 2.5 ug. Depending on the level of any DNA degradation before shearing, we often increased the quantity of input DNA. Genomic DNAs were adjusted to an 80 ul volume in water and placed into Covaris 96 microtube plates for shearing on an E210 E series focused ultrasonicator with installed intensifier at 4°C using fill level 6 and final run level 5. Program settings were 20% duty cycle, intensity 5, 200 cycles per burst, and treatment for 165 s. For repeat blocking optimization, we used K-562 cell line genomic DNA (ATCC CCL-243) obtained from the Myers Laboratory at HudsonAlpha Institute for Biotechnology for library construction.

Standard Illumina libraries were constructed using NEBNext End Repair, dA-Tailing and Quick Ligation modules (New England Biolabs). For cleanup steps following each enzymatic treatment, we used 1.8× reaction volume of SPRI Sera-Mag SpeedBeads (ThermoFisher) diluted 1∶40 in binding buffer containing 2.5M NaCl and 20% PEG-8000 as reported previously [@pone.0111756-DeAngelis1]. After DNA binding, beads were washed twice in 70% ethanol and dried for 10 min prior to elution in water. Oligos were synthesized and annealed to generate 12 methylated or 24 non-methylated inline barcoded adapter sets (Oblique Bio). We used 80--100 pmoles methylated or non-methylated adapters in the ligation step (one adapter per sample) depending on whether we used standard sequencing or bisulfite sequencing of the target enriched library and the quantity of input DNA. For lower input DNA, we adjusted the molar ratio of adapter. Final libraries were eluted in 40 ul water and library concentrations were determined by Qubit HS assay or by Picogreen using 1∶20 diluted libraries.

Biotinylated probe synthesis {#s2b}
----------------------------

To prepare probes for target enrichment, we typically selected both Cal Tech human BAC library D (CTD) and RPCI human BAC library 11 (RP11) clones that covered targets of interest in order to avoid potential gaps due to any deletions in one clone. All clones were purchased from Life Technologies. BAC or fosmid DNAs were purified from 200 mL cultures grown for at 37°C 16 h that were inoculated from a single colony isolated from LB agar plates containing 25 ug/mL chloramphenicol using PureLink HiPure Plasmid Midi or Maxiprep kits (Life Technologies) with additional buffer provided in HiPure BAC buffer kits (Life Technologies). DNA concentration was determined by Qubit HS assay. Clone identity was verified by PCR or by HINDIII restriction digest of 1 ug DNA loaded on a 1.5% agarose gel containing 1× Sybr green (Life Technologies).

BAC DNAs were sheared under the same conditions as sample genomic DNAs. If multiple BACs were used, we created pools of individual BAC DNAs before shearing by calculating the percent of the total target size covered by each BAC multiplied by the total mass (typically 4 ug) of input pooled BAC DNA. Sheared BAC fragments were processed similarly to preparation of Illumina libraries except for use of T7 promoter-containing adapters (composed of two annealed oligos: TAC TAC TAA TAC GAC TCA CTA TAG GGT and CCC TAT AGT GAG TCG TAT TAG TAG TA) in the ligation step. Following cleanup of the ligation, 100--200 pmoles of T7 F oligo is annealed with T7-BAC fragments in a reaction containing 10× PCR buffer and 1 ul 50 mM MgCl~2~ in a 35 ul volume, heated to 95°C for 5 min, 50°C for 5 min, and cooled to 4°C. Following cleanup and elution into 36 ul water, three in vitro transcription (IVT) reactions each containing 12 ul template DNA was used for biotinylated RNA probe synthesis using a Megascript T7 kit (Ambion) according to manufacturer protocol including biotin-11-UTP (Life Technologies) for 1.5 h. Completed IVTs were DNAse treated according to protocol, 1 ul 0.5M EDTA was added, and then DNAse was heat inactivated for 10 min at 75°C. Reactions were pooled and a 2 ul aliquot was mixed with gel loading buffer (heated to 95°C for 2 min) and loaded on a 1.5% agarose gel with 10 ug/mL ethidium bromide to assess yield. Final pooled probe reactions were cleaned up using NucAway gel filtration spin columns (Ambion) according to manufacturer instructions to remove unincorporated nucleotides. Probe concentration was detemined by Qubit RNA assay (Life Technologies) and verified by Agilent Bioanalyzer.

Hybridization and capture {#s2c}
-------------------------

To ensure even pooling of input libraries, inline barcoded Illumina libraries were pooled equally according to their concentrations as determined by Agilent Bioanalyzer and KAPA real time PCR (KAPA Biosystems) depending on bisulfite (12-plex) or standard sequencing (24-plex) to a total of 1 or 2 ug of library, respectively. Hybridization reactions were assembled similarly to a previous report [@pone.0111756-Gnirke1], except hybridization components were scaled up accordingly for final volumes of 52 ul or 104 ul for 12 or 24-plex hybridization reactions, respectively. Library pools were mixed with 40-fold human Cot-1 DNA (Life Technologies), and concentrated to a 15 or 30 ul volume by SpeedVac (Thermo). To determine probe quantity for select targets in individual hybridizations, the theoretical mass yield of target was calculated in picograms based on total BAC target size and male human diploid genome size. A 2500-fold probe∶theoretical target yield mass ratio for individual targets typically yielded between 75--80% of aligned reads within target regions. Probe was brought to a final volume of 10 or 20 ul in nuclease-free water depending on final reaction volume, and 1--2 ul of SUPERase-In (Life Technologies) added for final working probe solution. For hybridization assembly, 26 ul or 52 ul 2× hybridization buffer (10× SSPE, 10× Denhardt\'s, 10 mM EDTA, and 0.2% SDS) volumes were preheated in 0.5 mL self-standing tubes with screwcaps containing O-rings (USA Scientific) within a hybridization oven. Library pools containing Cot-1 DNA were heated at 95°C for 5 min and then held at 65°C for 5 min on a thermal cycler before they were added to pre-heated hybridization buffer, followed by addition of probe solution preheated to 65°C for 2 min. All assembled hybridizations reactions were incubated at 65°C for 24--60 h within a hybridization oven.

For capture procedure per each 52 ul hybridization reaction, 35 ul of input Dynabeads MyOne Streptavidin C1 were used and washed three times according to manufacturer instructions with binding and wash buffer (Life Technologies). Beads were resuspended in 200 ul bead binding and wash buffer and hybridization reactions are added to the beads and incubated for 30 min with frequent pulse vortexing. After binding, beads were washed twice at room temperature in 0.5 mL hybridization wash buffer 1 (1×SSC, 0.1% SDS), followed by four wash steps at 65°C in preheated 0.5 mL hybridization wash buffer 2 (0.1×SSC, 0.1%SDS) using a heat block and a magnet for 1.7 mL microfuge tubes.

For standard sequencing, washed Dynabeads were resuspended in 0.1M NaOH and pulse vortexed periodically for 10 min to elute captured Illumina library. Eluted library was removed to a new tube containing 70 ul of 1M Tris-HCl pH 7.5 to neutralize the solution, and followed by a SPRI bead cleanup with two 0.5 mL 70% ethanol washes. SPRI beads were set for 10 min and library was eluted in 35 ul of nuclease free water. For bisulfite sequencing, washed Dynabeads were resuspended in 40 ul of EB buffer and transferred into 96 well PCR plates for bisulfite conversion with the Epitect Bisulfite Kit (QIAGEN) according to handbook protocol (conversion of unmethylated cytosines in small amounts of fragmented DNA). Before cleanup, beads were removed from the conversion reaction. Library was eluted twice with 20 ul each of preheated EB buffer.

Final captured libraries were amplified by PCR using 0.5 ul of each standard Illumina primer (25 uM each), 5 ul 5M Betaine (Sigma), 2.5 ul 10 mM dNTP mix (New England Biolabs), 5 ul 10× PCR buffer, 2 ul 50 mM MgCl~2~, 1 ul Platinum Taq, library, and water up to a 50 ul volume. Cycling conditions were 98°C for 1 min, followed by 18--22 cycles (depending on target size) of 95°C for 30 s and 62°C for 3 min 30 s. PCR amplified libraries were cleaned up by SPRI beads. Library concentrations were determined by Agilent Bioanalyzer High Sensitivity DNA assay and real time PCR with a library quantification kit (KAPA Biosystems). For further multiplexing of libraries post-hybridization or post-bisulfite conversion, indexed primers were used in the PCR amplification step, and concentrations of final library pooled sets were determined by an additional real time PCR reaction. Final Illumina library sequencing was performed according to standard protocol using a variety of Illumina sequencer platforms over the course of 3 years (see [Table S1](#pone.0111756.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Alignment and mapping {#s2d}
---------------------

Pass filter sequence linked to each index and inline barcodes was demuxed from fastq files and assigned to individual libraries using software that was also used to design inline barcoded adapter sequences. Bordering adapter sequences were removed from reads using the AdapterRemoval software [@pone.0111756-Lindgreen1]. Standard sequencing fastq files were aligned with BWA in paired end format to the human hg19 reference genome. PCR duplicates were removed and sam files were filtered by q20 mapping quality. For determination of CNV boundaries, read depth was extracted from wig files in non-overlapping 100 bp segments across the length of the target genomic coordinates and the fraction of total bases per segment was calculated. LogR values were determined across the target site by log~2~ of individual cases read fraction divided by the median read fraction of all control samples. For determination of CpG methylation across a target region, human hg19 reference forward and reverse strand sequences were each bisulfite converted in silico and a reference for mapping was built with Bismark. In conjunction with Bowtie2, Bismark was modified to function with local mode for read mapping. Duplicate reads were removed, and methylation values were extracted using Bismark. CpGs with less than a 20× minimum depth coverage were filtered and percent methylation values were used for further data analysis. Alignment files demonstrating coverage of one chr11 target by CATCH-Seq in comparison to WGS from 15 merged individuals from 1000 genomes data within this same target region, in addition to our CATCH-Seq repeat blocking analysis on another chr11 target have been submitted and are available from the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) Sequence Read Archive (SRA) with BioProject accession number \[SRP042633\].

Results and Discussion {#s3}
======================

Hybrid selection method {#s3a}
-----------------------

We developed a simple approach for solution hybridization capture sequencing of large genomic targets without the need for oligonucleotide synthesis of target templates ([Figure 1](#pone-0111756-g001){ref-type="fig"}). BAC clones were selected across genomic coordinates of interest to generate templates for probe synthesis. PCR or restriction digest was used to first correctly identify selected clones, and BAC DNA was purified. For composite targets of interest greater than what was covered by a single clone, multiple BAC DNAs (contiguous or discontiguous regions) were pooled based on individual percent of composite size in basepairs of the target multiplied by the mass of input template DNA ([Figure 1](#pone-0111756-g001){ref-type="fig"}). Pooled BAC template DNA was randomly sheared, ligated with T7 promoter-containing adapters, and T7 forward adapter oligo was annealed to generate double stranded promoter regions with single stranded antisense templates. Following cleanup of the annealing reaction, in vitro transcription was used in the presence of biotin-UTP to synthesize the probes. A similar approach for probe synthesis was also recently described to enrich for ancient human DNA from environmental contaminants using the entire human genome as a template using T7-promoter containing adapters [@pone.0111756-Carpenter1]. Solution hybridization and capture procedures were described previously for Illumina libraries, and our protocol is similar except with increased Cot-1 concentration, larger reaction volume, and additional wash steps [@pone.0111756-Gnirke1]. We also typically hybridized library samples in 12-plex or 24-plex using inline barcoded adapters, and adjusted hybridization reaction volumes for scaling up concentration of pooled library and hybridization reagents appropriately. Before PCR enrichment of captured library, bisulfite conversion was also used to analyze DNA methylation in regions of interest by use of conversion-resistant, inline barcoded adapters used in library construction.

![Overview of the clone adapted template capture hybridization sequencing procedure.\
BAC clone templates are selected to span genomic coordinates of interest, and pooled by percent mass of the composite target. BACs are sheared, ligated with T7 adapters to transcribe biotinylated RNA probes, and then solution hybridized with prepared libraries. Following capture, libraries are amplified by PCR, or bisulfite converted prior to amplification for analysis of DNA methylation. Target enriched libraries are pooled and sequenced.](pone.0111756.g001){#pone-0111756-g001}

Our [materials and methods](#s2){ref-type="sec"} described here represent our most current procedures with all quality assurance steps. Compared to previous methods used for solution-based enrichment using BAC DNA, our procedure does not require nick translation of whole BAC DNA and a 6 h pre-hybridization blocking of the BAC probe [@pone.0111756-Bashiardes1]. Our method also resembles exome capture methods at the step of probe synthesis and hybridization [@pone.0111756-Gnirke1]. Random shearing of the BAC templates and use of in vitro transcription typically yielded a 2--4 fold mass of probe relative to input BAC DNA with probe size ranging from 200--400 bp. Although we do not perform a PCR amplification step after ligation of T7 adapters, addition of this step may provide an improvement in probe yield and vastly reduce the amount of input template DNA required. This template amplification step was used to amplify and incorporate T7-promoter into probe bait templates generated from oligos prior to in vitro transcription, and the biotinylated RNA probe yield was 10--20 fold relative to input template [@pone.0111756-Gnirke1]. Overall, our method is designed specifically for next-generation sequencing without oligo synthesis.

Regional capture and coverage {#s3b}
-----------------------------

The percentage of uniquely mapped reads that align to captured target regions provides a metric for the specificity and efficiency of the capture method. We captured 9 independent human genomic targets of varying sizes and sample number ranges across various Illumina sequencing platforms. The mean percentage across samples of uniquely mapped reads that aligned to these target sequences ranged from ∼42% to 82% when considering percentage of mapped reads with a threshold MAPQ of greater than or equal to 20 ([Table S1](#pone.0111756.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We found no greater than a 5% reduction in mapped reads when applying this mapping quality filter, and we consistently achieved 80--90% mapping rate of total reads depending on the target region. Our estimated PCR duplication rate ranged between 5 and 40% of sequence per sample, and was influenced by target size, the level of sample plexing within the hybridization, and whether final captures were bisulfite converted. The vast majority of samples were run in 24-plex in a single HiSeq 2000 sequencing lane. As expected, the mean target coverage varied by composite target sizes, read length, and Illumina sequencing platform. All captured targets revealed high enrichment of reads positioned directly within the boundaries of each BAC template selected for probe synthesis ([Figure S1](#pone.0111756.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). With closer inspection of individual targets, we found a variety of subregions where coverage was sparser and uneven due to large repeats, or repeats with low divergence ([Figure S2](#pone.0111756.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Blocking repetitive sites is crucial for solution hybridization based capture systems, as the inclusion of repetitive sequences in a capture probe set can lead to contamination of the final sequence reads with off-target repeats [@pone.0111756-Gnirke1]. For CATCH-Seq, blocking of repeats is essential because many of probes synthesized from BAC templates contain repeat regions. Based on our weaker coverage of repeats, we were interested in how both the levels of repeat divergence and repeat size influence enrichment and uniformity of coverage within target template regions. Typical commercial platforms avoid synthesis of probes within repeat regions, and usually only consider uniformity of coverage within non-repetitive sites. We were interested in the uniformity of coverage of both repetitive and non-repetitive sequences as repeats represent a considerable proportion of the contiguous regions we targeted. We specifically analyzed a region on chromosome 11 that is one target within a composite capture of ten targets and selected the sample that represented median coverage among all of the samples we sequenced ([Figure 2](#pone-0111756-g002){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 1](#pone-0111756-t001){ref-type="table"}). To understand the influence of repeat structures on target capture uniformity, we compared the base coverage across all targeted bases within our chromosome 11 site after repeat masking the target with increasing threshold values of repeat lengths or Smith-Waterman (SW) scores ([Table 1](#pone-0111756-t001){ref-type="table"}). The variation in repeat masking thresholds gave us an indication of the proportion of our captured sequences that were uniquely mapping to repetitive versus non-repetitive regions within the target site. A mask of repeat sizes below 250 bp in length from target coverage calculations did not proportionally alter coverage rates compared to the total unmasked target, suggesting that small repeats were covered effectively. Repeat mask of sizes ranging between 250 bp and 500 bp increased our relative coverage rate, and was similar to the effect of masking all repeats less than 500 bp ([Figure 3A](#pone-0111756-g003){ref-type="fig"}). Masking of all repeats, regardless of size, demonstrated that non-repetitive sequences represented the majority of our capture, and indicated that our blocking approach was highly effective. Repeat masking by SW scores produced a similar trend as repeat size. Capture of repeats above a score of 600 became less efficient ([Figure 3B](#pone-0111756-g003){ref-type="fig"}). Extremes in GC content are also known to influence coverage of targeted bases in solution hybridization-based exon capture platforms [@pone.0111756-Clark1]. We also masked coverage by GC content extremes in 400 bp intervals containing high (\>65%) and low GC (\<35%) percentages ([Figure 2](#pone-0111756-g002){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 1](#pone-0111756-t001){ref-type="table"}). Masking stretches of extreme GC percentages did not alter the relative coverage rate ([Figure 3C](#pone-0111756-g003){ref-type="fig"}).

![Read depth plot of a chromosome 11 target for a sample showing median coverage among all samples used for capture.\
Vertical bars indicate read depth with scale depicted on the left side of the panel. Red lines show percent GC content across non-overlapping 400 bp intervals spanning the target region with scale shown on the right side of the panel. Horizontal dotted line indicates 50% GC content. A repeat structure track (RepMask) is shown below the plot in gray derived from the UCSC genome browser for all repeats containing a Smith-Waterman score of at least 600, and larger than 200 bp in size. Genes are shown below the repeat track in dark blue and arrows depict gene orientation.](pone.0111756.g002){#pone-0111756-g002}

![Capture efficiency in a sample representing the median coverage among all sequenced samples shown by the percent of total targeted bases covered at particular coverage depths in a chromosome 11 target.\
(A) Percent of targeted bases covered using various thresholds of repeat masking (A) by size, or (B) (SW) scores. (C) Percent of targeted bases covered based on masking of percent GC content extremes. Upper panels show coverage by CATCH-Seq within a sample that showed median coverage among all other samples used in the capture. (D--F) Lower panels show coverage within the corresponding captured region for the same number of merged reads analyzed for CATCH-Seq under the same repeat masking or percent GC content thresholds from 15 individuals sequenced for the 1000 genomes project (merged WGS).](pone.0111756.g003){#pone-0111756-g003}

10.1371/journal.pone.0111756.t001

###### Repeat structure description within a chromosome 11 target.

![](pone.0111756.t001){#pone-0111756-t001-1}

  repeat ranges                                  size (kb)   on target (%)[a](#nt101){ref-type="table-fn"}
  --------------------------------------------- ----------- -----------------------------------------------
  total[b](#nt102){ref-type="table-fn"}            112.2                         53.6
  \<250 bp                                         29.1                          13.9
  250 bp to 500 bp                                 58.8                          28.1
  \>500 bp                                         24.1                          11.5
  \<600SW                                          14.1                           6.8
  600SW to 900SW                                   74.9                          35.8
  \>900SW                                          23.2                          11.1
  GC extremes[c](#nt103){ref-type="table-fn"}      18.4                           8.8

total captured target size is 209.2 kb, target region shown in [Figure 2](#pone-0111756-g002){ref-type="fig"}.

all repeat hg19 coordinates, sizes, and Smith-Waterman (SW) scores obtained from RepeatMasker within the UCSC Genome Browser. For descriptions of RepeatMasker, <http://www.repeatmasker.org/>.

total sequence within the target coordinates with 400 bp intervals containing less than 35% and greater than 65% GC percentage.

We were interested in discerning the difference between blocking of repeats in the hybridization step versus the ability to uniquely map reads within these intermediate and large repeat structures within our chromosome 11 target. We compared our target coverage with the coverage of the same region from whole genome sequencing (WGS) data. Such a comparison should reveal the effects of poor unique mapping within these target repeat regions versus capture bias produced from blocking. We used the merged WGS data of 15 individuals from the 1000 genomes project to approximate the total sequence depth of our capture experiment. We analyzed reads with a MAPQ greater than or equal to 20, and found that repeat masking WGS data made little difference in coverage rate in this same target site ([Figure 3E--F](#pone-0111756-g003){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that repeat blocking within the solution hybridization step has a much greater impact on coverage of target repeat structures than difficulty in uniquely mapping captured reads within these target reference repetitive sequences. The cumulative coverage plots reveal a gradual slope of coverage rates in the target region, indicating a wider range of sequence depths compared to the more uniform coverage of WGS. However, much of this difference can be attributed to repeat blocking. Completely repeat masked coverage calculations within this target between CATCH-Seq and WGS showed very similar numbers of bases covered at 50× depth. CATCH-Seq yielded 89% of targeted bases covered at 100×, compared to 98% for WGS. Alignment files comparing CATCH-Seq and WGS can be found at NCBI SRA with BioProject accession SRP042633.

To further investigate the effect of repeat blocking on target coverage, we performed solution hybridization reactions with libraries prepared from K562 cell line genomic DNA and increasing Cot-1 DNA concentrations to test the influence of this blocking reagent on repeat coverage in another chromosome 11 target that was also captured for bisulfite sequencing of an independent sample set ([Table S1](#pone.0111756.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Figure 4](#pone-0111756-g004){ref-type="fig"}). We typically used a 20∶1 concentration of Cot-1 to library ratio and were interested in how reduction of Cot-1 DNA influenced on-target capture in both repeats and non-repeats. Approximately 50 million reads were sampled with a MAPQ of greater than or equal to 20 from the total yield of aligned reads from each hybridization with 2.5, 5, 10, and 20 fold Cot-1 to library ratio. We found that with lower input concentration of Cot-1 DNA, we compromised overall target capture efficiency in both non-repetitive sites and in repeats. Increasing concentrations of Cot-1 DNA improved both the absolute yield of reads on-target while also decreasing off-target yields ([Figure 5](#pone-0111756-g005){ref-type="fig"}). CATCH-Seq procedures with no Cot-1 DNA in the hybridization step yielded less than 9% of mapped reads within a target sites. In reads aligned to non-repeat sequence, we found a stronger relationship between Cot-1 concentrations and increasing on-target reads than with reduced off-target reads ([Figure 5A](#pone-0111756-g005){ref-type="fig"}). By comparison, increasing Cot-1 concentration produced a roughly equal exchange of reads aligned to off-target repeats as for those aligned to on-target repeats ([Figure 5B](#pone-0111756-g005){ref-type="fig"}). We found that this rate of exchange between off-target and on-target repeats varied depending on repeat size and SW score. Smaller repeats of less than 250 bp exhibited an equal exchange in off-target for on-target reads, while larger repeats and those with higher SW scores showed a mild increase in yield of on-target reads, while off-target yields declined ([Figure 5C--H](#pone-0111756-g005){ref-type="fig"}). Overall, the highest Cot-1 concentration at 20 fold produced the highest on-target read yield.

![Read depth plot of a chromosome 11 target for a sample showing median coverage among all samples used for capture and bisulfite sequencing.\
Vertical bars indicate read depth with scale depicted on the left side of the panel. Red lines show percent GC content across non-overlapping 400 bp intervals spanning the target region with scale shown on the right side of the panel. Horizontal dotted line indicates 50% GC content. A repeat structure track (RepMask) is shown below the plot in gray derived from the UCSC genome browser for all repeats containing a Smith-Waterman score of at least 600, and larger than 200 bp in size. Genes are shown below the repeat track in dark blue and arrows depict gene orientation.](pone.0111756.g004){#pone-0111756-g004}

![The effect of repeat blocking with increased concentrations of Cot-1 DNA within the CATCH-Seq hybridization step of a chromosome 11 target.\
Total numbers of on target and off target read yields in millions within non-repetitive sequences (A) or repetitive sequences (B). (C--H) On and off target read yields within repeat structures based on different thresholds of size (C,E,G) or divergence (D,F,H). Green and gray lines show on target and off target reads, respectively.](pone.0111756.g005){#pone-0111756-g005}

We observed that absolute on-target read yields were split almost evenly between repeats and non-repeat regions at all Cot-1 concentrations. Therefore, we expressed read yields as a percentage of total yield stratified by non-repeats, repeat size, or SW score across each hybridization experiment with increasing Cot-1 concentration ([Figure S3](#pone.0111756.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The largest percent increase of on-target reads was within non-repeats, and the largest percent decrease was in intermediate sized repeats or SW scores, while yields within the smallest and largest repeats changed very little relative to the total yield. We found that the overall percent yield proportion of on-target reads alone to one another within classified categories did not vary with Cot-1 concentrations, and these percentages of on-target reads also proportionally represented the overall repeat and non-repeat structure within this specific target site ([Table 2](#pone-0111756-t002){ref-type="table"}). We did find about a 5% bias of on-target yield toward non-repeats when comparing to total percent repeats across this target site (52.4% of target bases are repeats with 47.6% of read yield, and 47.6% of target bases are non-repeats with 52.4% of read yield). These results suggest that the target sequence yield proportionally represents the diversity of the target region itself. Alignment files comparing CATCH-Seq with increasing concentrations of Cot-1 can be found at NCBI SRA with BioProject accession SRP042633.

10.1371/journal.pone.0111756.t002

###### Repeat structure description within a chromosome 11 target used for Cot-1 tests.

![](pone.0111756.t002){#pone-0111756-t002-2}

  repeat ranges                            size (kb)   target bases (%)[a](#nt104){ref-type="table-fn"}   on target reads (%)[b](#nt105){ref-type="table-fn"}
  --------------------------------------- ----------- -------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------
  total[c](#nt106){ref-type="table-fn"}      129.7                           52.4                                                47.6
  \<250 bp                                   32.0                            12.9                                                13.4
  250 bp to 500 bp                           72.4                            29.2                                                23.7
  \>500 bp                                   25.2                            10.2                                                10.5
  \<600SW                                    19.6                            7.9                                                  9.3
  600SW to 900SW                             97.4                            39.3                                                35.4
  \>900SW                                    12.6                            5.1                                                  2.8
  non-repeats                                118.0                           47.6                                                52.4

total captured target size is 247.6 kb; target region shown in [Figure 4](#pone-0111756-g004){ref-type="fig"}.

out of 50 million sampled reads at 20× Cot-1 concentration.

all repeat hg19 coordinates, sizes, and Smith-Waterman (SW) scores obtained from RepeatMasker within the UCSC Genome Browser. For descriptions of RepeatMasker, <http://www.repeatmasker.org/>.

We also found that the PCR duplication rate in our sequencing reads also increased with Cot-1 concentration. However, we have found that the duplication rate was more strongly influenced by input library quality, and this problem is not unique to our capture platform. Measurement of the true library concentration by qPCR is critical to ensure proper library input into the hybridization for higher diversity of unique reads mapped. Our current procedure uses 40× Cot-1 DNA and with higher quality library (10--40% ligated fragments) one should expect between 5--20% duplication rate, depending on composite target size, hybridization multiplexing, and if the captured library was bisulfite converted. Based on our results, we believe the benefit of high specificity and enrichment within a target region outweighs the compromise in consequential mapped read diversity and lower coverages within intermediate to large repeat regions. Furthermore, default design conditions for commercial platforms avoid the synthesis of probes within repeat regions that would typically not be covered. We found that CATCH-Seq adequately covered all of the same sites where prospective probes would be synthesized based on commercial design within one of our targets ([Figure S4](#pone.0111756.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Comparison to WGS coverage from 15 lanes of sequencing yielded better uniformity across repeats, but uniformity outside of repeats was similar. These data show that CATCH-Seq has the ability to capture the same prospective target regions as commercial systems even with repeats included in the probe synthesis. Furthermore, while no custom capture platform will prospectively be able to cover as uniformly as WGS as a general caveat of capture sequencing, samples can be highly multiplexed and still achieve higher coverage per individual within a target compared to 15 lanes of WGS on a single sample.

Applications of CATCH-Seq {#s3c}
-------------------------

Based on our sequence enrichment procedures and our kilobase scale contiguous probe sets, we have found this technique useful for distinguishing both genetic and epigenetic variation across different target sites. Besides variant calling within target regions, we have found that the level of specificity and unique high coverage across targets allows for the resolution of large CNV boundaries ([Figure 6A](#pone-0111756-g006){ref-type="fig"}). By partitioning of the total reads into 100 bp segments across the length of target genomic coordinates and determining the fraction of total aligned bases per segment, we are able to calculate log-ratio values across the target site that normalize read depth variance caused by capture and sequencer biases. We calculate the log~2~ of an individual\'s base fraction within a segment divided by the median base fraction of all control samples. With the advantage of the normalized read depth, we are able to identify both homozygous and heterozygous duplications and deletions within target sites ([Figure 6B](#pone-0111756-g006){ref-type="fig"}). These data show that even with varying levels of coverage across the site, we are able to effectively resolve CNVs. The majority of targets containing CNVs were pre-selected based on results from high-density genotyping arrays that implicated a CNV within the specific locus. Recent studies have shown that CNVs such as inversions, deletions, insertions, and segmental duplications may contribute another level of genetic variation that may influence human phenotypic diversity and is also associated with a variety of human diseases [@pone.0111756-Craddock1], [@pone.0111756-Henrichsen1]. Often the most common approach of CNV determination involves SNP arrays, but often arrays cannot clearly establish CNV boundaries [@pone.0111756-Winchester1]. Our method provides a unique validation to resolve CNV boundaries.

![Determination of copy number variation across a CATCH-Seq target using read depth.\
(A) Read depths are partitioned into 100 bp segments across the length of target genomic coordinates and the fraction of total aligned bases per segment are calculated. In this target, there is a noticeable drop in read depth in two individuals shown in bottom panels compared to wild type (+/+) that indicates individuals that contain heterozygous (+/−) and homozygous (−/−) deletions in this region. (B) Log-ratio values (logR) are calculated across the target site that are normalized for read depth variance caused by capture and sequencer biases to resolve clear copy number variation boundaries. Contained within the deleted region is a repeat sequence as shown by underlying RepeatMasker track (RepMask) that is not well covered. Coverage of this repeat structure is reflected in the logR plot as a slight fluctuation from zero as indicated by the horizontal green lines. For targets containing a copy number variation that represents a large proportion of the total target sequence such as the one depicted here, often the individual base fraction normalization by the median of control samples will result in slightly elevated logR values outside the variable region that is most noticeable in the individual containing the homozygous deletion in the bottom panel. The extent of the BAC template used for CATCH-Seq is depicted just below the RepMask track.](pone.0111756.g006){#pone-0111756-g006}

We have also applied CATCH-Seq to analysis of DNA methylation across large target sites containing CpG islands and multiple genes. By using methylated adapters and treating the post-capture libraries with bisulfite conversion, we can measure CpG methylation with higher coverage thresholds than what is often generated for genome-wide analysis of individual CpGs such as by reduced representation bisulfite sequencing (RRBS) ([Figure 7](#pone-0111756-g007){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, we have found that CATCH-Seq can also be used in parallel with any other practiced functional genomics approaches. A similar method to ours performed sequencing of BAC-enriched mononucleosomal fragments (known as BEM-Seq), using whole BAC labelled probes for capture of MNAse-digested fragments within a target site [@pone.0111756-Yigit1]. We have similarly used CATCH-Seq procedures with MNase-digests also from sorted mouse lymphocytes in combination with methylation analysis (unpublished). Lastly, CATCH-Seq was also used to capture gene regions associated with melanism from genomes of unsequenced Felid species using selected fosmids from *Felis catus* as templates [@pone.0111756-Schneider1] (manuscript submitted). Overall, we find that data from CATCH-Seq procedures allows for affordable, high resolution sequencing of captured genomic targets without the added cost of oligo-based probe synthesis. We have included a price per sample estimation with comparison of current commercially available custom probe synthesis platforms for two of our targets we captured ([Table S2](#pone.0111756.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![High density methylation data derived from bisulfite sequencing of a CATCH-Seq target.\
Scale of the captured region is indicated in the topmost track in kilobases (kb), followed by repeat structure in gray and black (RepMask), genes shown in blue (RefSeq), and CpG islands in green. Four CATCH-Seq tracks from the same cell type show DNA methylation levels across ∼2,700 target CpGs with hypomethylation depicted in green and hypermethylation in red. Six reduced representation bisulfite sequencing (RRBS) tracks for different cell and tissue types correspond with the same captured region, and demonstrate CpGs not covered by RRBS method compared to CATCH-Seq. The four CATCH-Seq tracks are from the same cell type as the topmost RRBS track. RRBS tracks are derived from previously reported data [@pone.0111756-Meissner1]. CpGs shown within CpG islands were all typically hypomethylated across all cell and tissue types depicted.](pone.0111756.g007){#pone-0111756-g007}

Supporting Information {#s4}
======================

###### 

**Read depth plots of various BAC-template enriched sequencing reads as shown within the UCSC genome browser.** [Table 1](#pone-0111756-t001){ref-type="table"} provides further details of each target depicted for which human hg19 genomic coordinates are shown above each individual target. From top to bottom black vertical lines indicate sequencing read depth, followed by genes contained within the target, and selected BACs used as templates.

(TIFF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Zoomed CATCH-Seq targets shown within the UCSC genome browser that exhibit low read depth covering repetitive sites.** Black vertical lines show read depth; light gray to black tracks below indicate repeat sequences with darker shades indicating lower divergence or higher similarity to other repeats across the genome.

(TIFF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**On and off target read yields expressed as a percentage of total yield stratified by non-repeats, repeat size, or SW score across each hybridization experiment that contained increased concentrations of Cot-1 DNA.** On and off target read yield percentages according to repeat size thresholds (A) or by Smith-Waterman (SW) repeat scores (B). Black and shades of gray show off target reads; white and shades of green depict on target reads.

(TIFF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**A zoomed in chr11 region within the UCSC genome browser (as depicted in** [**Figure 2**](#pone-0111756-g002){ref-type="fig"} **) showing read depth of CATCH-Seq compared to WGS that contains many SINE elements.** The majority of unevenness across the capture is found within SINE repeats. Another track depicts prospective probe baits recommended for synthesis using default parameters with NimbleDesign software for custom capture sequencing where probe is completely repeat masked. CATCH-Seq effectively covers the exact sites where probes are recommended for synthesis.

(TIFF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**CATCH-Seq target capture summary.**

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**CATCH-Seq cost per sample comparison estimation summary.**

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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